constantly reminded that the storage space in the co~uter is limited, and the processing time is expensive. We mmst aim at the efficiency of the system without sacrificing accuracy.
Five types of linguistic data have to be stored in the computer before a translation can be rendered:
(1) a Chinese to English dictionary, (2) Chinese syntactic rules, (3) syntactic converslon rules from Chinese structure to English structure, (4) English morphological rules, and (5) the text to be translated.
(1) The dictionary must have the capability to distinguish automatically the different meanings which a Chinese lexeme represents.
l~anmn readers can do this and 8o can the machine if enough linguistic information is stored in the computer. To a certain extent the meanings of a given lexema can be differentiated by its different syntactic functions. For example the word i means 'one' when it 18 used as a numeral. A numeral i8 defined as the class of words which is followed by a classifier, a measure, a collective and a partitive noun and other numerals. I means 'once' when it i8 used as an adverb which is always followed by a verb. Anything else which is not covered by these two rules will have to be listed in the dictionary either as an idiom or as a laxeme with its immediate constituent. Sometimes a ,,ore refined syntactic codes are needed to distinguish the different meanings of a given verb, as in the case of tzuoh ~. When it is followed by an inanimate noun, it is translated to 'make', by an abstract noun, it i8 translated to 'do',and by a human noun, it is translated to 'be'. Any other constitutes which are exceptions to the rules will have to be listed in the dictionary, such as tzuoh ran 'behave', tzuoh fann 'cook', and tzuoh show 'celebrate a birthday'.
For the convenience of programming, each dictionary entry.
which may be a lexeme, an idiom or a constitute, has only one syntactic code and its respective meaning. After a sentence has been anal~.eed by the automatic parser, the syntactic function of each lexeme i8 determined. Together with the method of longest match in dictionary lookup, the correct meaning of a given lexeme in a given context can be chosen by the machine.
(2) The Chinese syntactic rules are formulated in such a way that they may reduce the ambiguities in parsing to a minimum. It is assumed that in a good scientific writing, tl~e sentences are not ambiguous and there is only one correct way of parsing which can carry the process to the end of the sentence. Anybody who has had any experience with the automatic parser will know this goal is 3 hard to achieve. Several ways have been found to reduce the m~bigul-ties, and probably there are others.
One of the methods is to add more refinements to the syntactic In cases like these, some syntactic conversions, in the forms of permutat ion, addition or deletion are needed.
The fo~lowin~ examples will illustrate the logic on the basis of which the syntactic conversion rules are formulated.
The verb phrase which consists of a prepositional phrase and a main verb calls for a simple permutation in the conversion. 
English morphological rules have been worked out by others.
How they will be applied to machine translation from Chinese to English is a problem yet to be solved. Some of the solutions can be written into the dictionary, and some, incorporated into the syntactic conversion rules. A great deal of research have been done in this area; the main problem is to implement the information to the existing system. It is unfortunate that machine translation was considered 15 impossible a few years ago. and research efforts were curtailed.
Correct machine translation of modern scientific writing is possible if enough organized linguistic data are stored in the computer.
In the past twelve years the rigid demands imposed by the computer have accelerated the progress of linguistic research on many native languages.
It is due to the demand of the automatic parser, the systematized syntactic rules were formulated. It is due the demand of choosing automatically the correct translation by the computer, the Study of semantics was initiated. Now the meanings of a given lexeme can be differentiated in terms of its context. With more sophisticated linguistic data of both source and target languages, more efficient prograu~ing language, and bigger and faster computers, machine translation can be a reality in the near future.
